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Supplementary Figure S1. Regional overview plot of 1587 individuals with CNVs from a sample set of 2165
individuals, in total displaying 2543 CNVs in the proximal part of chromosome 15q. The centromeric region is on
the left, the telomer on the right, the designation ‘proximal’ and ‘distal’ are in reference to the centromer. The
regional overview plot provides a quick orientation of the chromosomal structure in this chromosomal region. The
upper part of the plot shows the sample specific CNVs whereas deletions are in red and duplications in blue. The
lower part shows annotation information for this region. From top to bottom, non-polymorphic probe sets in blue,
SNP probe sets in black and RefGenes as violet arrows. The vertical dashed grey lines at the left and right mark
the borders of the area for which the user submitted the visualization. Areas with a high CNV density (e.g. A, C)
alternate with regions of low CNV density (e.g. B, D). This particular region of chromosome 15q harbours several
segmental duplications, which are known duplication hotspots and mediate non-allelic homologous recombination
(NAHR). NAHR can then give rise to microduplications and microdeletions associated with various genomic
disorders [1]. Using a regional overview plot, segmental duplications presenting as frequent microdeletions and
microduplications can be seen. Neighbouring larger and possibly pathogenic structural genomic variants can
easily be identified. The proximal (i.e. left) segmental duplication at 15q11.2 is indicated by (A). In combination
with its distal (i.e. right) counterpart, it gives rise to the less frequent and larger microdeletions (B, red) and
microduplications (B, blue) in the 15q11.2 region, which are known to be associated with neurodevelopmental
disorders, but are also found in unaffected individuals. In the 15q13.3 region, the proximal segmental duplication
with its associated frequent deletions and duplications (C) can easily be identified by the “vertical line” in the
regional overview plot. In combination with its distal counterpart, it gives rise to 15q13.3 microduplications,
comprising several smaller duplications and one larger microduplication in this region (D). 15q13.3
microdeletions cannot be identified in this cohort. The distal segmental duplications of 15q11.2 and 15q13.3 are
difficult to distinguish in this regional overview plot as only few CNVs have been called in these regions, but are
located distally (i.e. right) of the microdeletion and microduplication (B, D), which are mediated by it. In
summary, the regional overview plot provides a fast orientation of this chromosomal region in 1587 individuals
with 2543 CNVs in total.
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Supplementary Figure S2. Defining atoms for rare and common CNV screening. The graphics show a regional
overview plot of the IRGM locus [1] with predicted/called deletions for 26 samples. Sample 24, has a larger CNV,
which starts with SNP marker at 150179036 bp (A). All remaining CNVs begin with a non-polymorphic marker at
150185681bp (B); and all predicted CNVs end at 150198785 bp (C). To performa a genome-wide scan for rare
CNVs and/or common CNVs based on CNV prediction results, it is not necessary to assess all 12 markers covered
by this CNV. Screening is only based on the copy number states at the so-called “atoms”, referring to markers, at
which a called CNV in any sample either starts or ends (A, B and C). If the user screens for common CNVs based
on raw data (LRR value) calculations are performed for every marker (Supplementary Figure 6).
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Supplementary Figure S3. Converting Illumina CNV calls to CNVineta format. (A) is a screenshot of the
Illumina Genome Studio showing the necessary steps to export CNV calling results from the Genome Studio. (B)
is a screenshot of the conversion program Illumina2CNVineta (foreground) and the folders containing the input
and output files (background). On the right of the figure, the 11 steps for data conversion are listed. The numbers
correspond to the buttons and input fields of the screenshots, which are labeled with the corresponding numbers.
The complete dataset of panel B is available at http://www.ikmb.uni-kiel.de/cnvineta/. Follow steps 1-11 to export
Illumina data. Export the manifest (1), choose the appropriate columns of “Full Data Table” and export to tab
delimited text file (2-3). Follow the same steps with the “Sample Table” (4-5) and start Illu2CNVineta.jar (6).
Enter the paths to the previously exported data in the corresponding text fields of Illumina2CNVineta (7-9), either
by pasting the paths or navigate to the appropriate paths by clicking the buttons on the right side of the text boxes.
Now choose an output (10) and push the go button to start conversion (11).

Supplementary Figure S4. Screening for rare CNVs. To screen for rare CNVs, CNVineta provides the “dox0”
function. This function screens for rare deletions, duplucations and CNVs without respect to the copy number state
(deletion or duplication). There are three parameters for “dox0”, defining the method a rare CNV is identified. The
corresponding triggers are “min.diff”, “max.one.side” and “cases.more.affected”; “min.diff” (default = 5) sets the
parameter for the required absolute difference in CNVs within particular regions between cases and controls;
“max.one.side” (default = 1) defines the maximum number of individuals with a CNV in a particular region for the
group with the lower CNV load (usually controls); “cases.more.affected” (default = TRUE) defines the direction
of the scan, i.e. whether cases if ( TRUE) or controls (FALSE) are screened for rare CNVs. Panel A shows a
regional overview plot of a locus, which was found with the default settings and a more stringent modified setting
( “min.diff”=9, “max.one.side”=1, “cases.more.affected”=TRUE). A recurrent deletion in cases not present in
controls could be identified this way. Panel B shows a different locus identified with default settings. But as can be
seen from the regional overview plot, a more stringent rule as in Panel A would have missed this locus, given that
only 5 CNVs can be identified in this region. Panel C-1 shows a more complex situation with various overlapping
deletions and duplications in cases and controls. However, this region can also be identified using default settings
for dox0 . The distribution of deletions is 12:1 at one atom within this region, and this is sufficient for the
identification with default settings. Furthermore, the duplication distribution is 2:4 and the CNV distribution is
14:5. Panel C-2 shows the test statistics, which is provided with every identified locus. It contains an overview of
CNVs, which could be found at a given locus; at the bottom, the p-values by Pearson and Fisher for deletions,
duplications and all CNVs are provided.

Supplementary Figure S5. Screening for common CNVs. To screen for common CNVs, CNVineta provides the
do.log.regression function, which implements the “glm” function. Panel A shows the input data, which is used for
the analysis. Details on atoms are given in Supplementary Figure 2. Covariates for the analysis are optional. If
indicated, a multiple generalized logistic regression analysis can be performed, as well. Panel B shows different
transformations for the copy number data, which can be performed before subjecting data to the glm function. The
default setting is matrix.to.regular.CNstate, which represents the regular CNV calling output. Panel C shows the
glm implementation [1&2] based on the data of panel A. Panel D shows output examples generated by
“do.log.regression”. This includes a detailed table of p-values for all atoms, regional overview plots for all loci,
containing atoms with p-values lower than the significance threshold (parameter sign.thresh and
bonferroni.correction), qq plots and Manhattan plots. Association analysis can also be performed based on LRR
values rather than CNV states (use.LRR = TRUE). For more details, please refer to Supplementary Figure 6.
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Supplementary Figure S6. Genome-wide association screening based on LRR values. This increasingly popular
kind of CNV screening can be performed within CNV using do.log.regression by setting use.LRR = TRUE. Panel
A shows a Manhattan plot of an LRR based screen for chromosome 5 for the HapMap example dataset with YRI
as cases and CEU as controls. Panel B shows the same dataset including covariates, representing the first two
eigenvalues of an eigenstrat analysis based on Affymetrix 6.0 genotypes (HLA and sex chromosomes removed).
Comparing this plot with the Manhattan plot of Supplementary Figure S5 shows a totally different distribution of
association signals. In the association screening based on LRR values, significant p-values are equally distributed
across the entire chromosomes rather than being concentrated in specific regions.

